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Maya and Marco are 

siblings, but they don't get 

along.  

Maya and Marco are siblings. Sometimes Maya does not like her brother 

Marco, and he doesn’t like Maya. They always fight because, according to 

Maya, Marco bothers her and according to Marco, his sister bothers him too.



When Maya tries to study, Marco always plays loud music, and she cannot 

concentrate. When she is hungry, Marco eats all of her food.

Marco is also upset that Maya takes long showers, and every time she 

showers the water is cold. Also, Maya leaves her hair in the drain and her 

clothes on the floor.



So, every day they fight and their parents decide to 

talk to them.

Their mom tells them:

“Both of you are going to do things that the 

other hates, so you can sense how each 

other feels”.

They don’t like the idea, but their parents 

convince them.



While Marco is eating breakfast, Maya eats the bread off of 

Marco’s plate. She laughs and leaves the kitchen.

The next day, while he was sleeping, she played loud, noisy music. 

He woke up and said: “Turn down the music!”

But she ignored him.



Marco also did things that Maya didn’t like. Marco showered and used all of the 

hot water. Maya screamed when she got into the shower because the water 

was cold.

Afterwards, he brushed his hair and 

left it in the drain. She was furious.



After a couple of days, the 

siblings decided to change. 

Maya said to her brother:

“I’m not going to use all of the hot water or 

leave my hair in the drain or my clothes on 

the floor. I understand how you feel.”

And he told his sister:

“I’m going to change too. I 

don’t want to fight anymore or 

listen to loud music while you 

are sleeping.”



They hugged, and since then 

things have changed. 






